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Gr\"obner dominant step . Gr\"obner
Bucbberger – , Faugere
, . ,
. , $\mathrm{R}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{a}/\mathrm{A}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{r}$ , .
2 Buchberger
$R$ $K$ . 1 (term) . ,
1. $t$ , $1<t$ .
2. $t_{1},$ $t_{2}$ $t_{1}<t_{2}$ , $s$ $st_{1}<st_{2}$
$<$ .
Notation 2.0.1
$f\in R$ ) $HT(f))HC(g)$ .
$f-HC(f)HT(f)$ reductum $(f)$ .
$T(f)$ , $f$ .
$f$ $F$ ( $-\text{ }$ ) $NF(f, F)$ .
20.2 $f,$ $g\in R$ , S- $Sp(f, g)$ )
$Sp(f, g)= \frac{HC(\mathit{9})Tf_{\mathit{9}}}{HT(f)}$ . $f- \frac{HC(f)\tau fg}{HT(_{\mathit{9})}}$ . $g$
(Tfg=LCM(HT ), $HT(g)$ ) $)$ .
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2.0.3 , .
1. $C_{7}=\{g_{1}, \cdots, g_{l}\}$ $I$
2. $\{f, g\}(f,\mathit{9}\in G;f\neq g)$ ) $S_{P}(f,g)arrow^{*}0G$
.
2.0.4 $(\mathrm{B}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{b}\mathrm{e}\Gamma \mathrm{g}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}[1])$








if $h\neq 0$ then $\{$






. , , ,
$NF(s_{P}(f, \mathit{9}),$ $G)$ , .
.
$\bullet$ sugar strategy
, S- homogeneous degree , .
$\bullet$ trace lifting
normal form , $0$
. ( )
$\bullet$ homogenization
, . trace lifting
.
$\bullet$ change of ordering
term order Gr\"obner .
83
, $NF(s_{P}(f, g),$ $G)$
dominant . , Buchberger $NF(Sp(f,\mathit{9}),$ $c_{\tau}^{\mathrm{f}})$
.
$NF(s_{P}(f, \mathit{9}),$ $G)$ .
$rarrow af-bg$ ( $a,$ $b$ )
while ( $r$ $t$ $h\in G$ )
$rarrow r-ch$ ( $r$ $t$ )
, $r$ $h\in G$ –
, ( , ) ,
.
2.0.5 (Symbolic preprocessing)
: $f$ ) $G$
$:Red=$ { $ah|a$ : , $h\in G$}
$Tarrow T(f)$
$Redarrow\emptyset$
while $\exists t\in T\exists g\in Gs.t.H\tau(g)|t$ do $\{$
$Redarrow Red\cup\{t/HT(g)\cdot g\}$




$\bullet$ $\{f\}\cup Red$ $t$ $g\in G$ $HT(g)$ , $HT(X)=t$
$x\in Red$ .
, .
$\bullet$ $\{f\}$ , Red $K$ , $G$ .
, . , $\{f\}\cup Red$
$T$ , $T$ $t_{1}>t_{2}>\cdots$ . $T$ $K$






, , $B$ .
$\bullet$ $p_{\mathit{0}\iota}y(B_{i})$ $0$ , Poly $(Bk)(k\neq i)$ $HT(p_{\mathit{0}}ly(B_{i}))$ .
$B=$




. $F_{4}$ , S-
. symbolic preprocessing , , S-
, .
3.0.6 (Symbo$li_{C}$ preprocessing)
: $F$ , $G$
$:Red=$ { $ah|a$ : , $h\in G$}
$T arrow\bigcup_{f\in F}T(f)$
$Redarrow\emptyset$
while $\exists t\in T\exists g\in Gs.t$ . $H\tau(\mathit{9})|t$ do $\{$
$Redarrow Red\cup\{t/HT(g)\cdot g\}$
$Tarrow(T\backslash \{t\})\cup T(reduCtum(t/HT(\mathit{9})\cdot g)$
$\}$
return Red
$A$ , $\mathrm{S}$- symbolic preprocessing
Red . ,
, $B$ .
$\bullet$ poly $(B_{i})$ $0$ , $p_{\mathit{0}}ly(Bk)(k\neq i)$ $HT(P^{\mathit{0}\iota}y(B_{i}))$ .
85
, $t_{1}>t_{2}>\cdots$ , reduced Gr\"obner
.
$F’=\{h=poly(B_{i})|h\neq 0, HT(h)\not\in\{HT(r)|r\in Red\}\}$
$Red’=\{h=poly(B_{i})|h\neq 0, HT(h)\in\{HT(r)|r\in Red\}\}$
.
30.7 1. $h\in F’$ $G’\cup(F’\backslash \{h\})$
2. $f\in F$ $f_{G\cup^{*}F}arrow,\mathrm{o}$
[ ] 1: $h\in F’$ $T(h)\cap\{HT(r)|r\in Red\}$ $=\emptyset$ . , Red $h$ $G$
. $h$ $F’\backslash \{h\}$ .
2: $f\in F$ .
$NF(f, c)=f-r_{i} \in Rd\sum_{e}C_{ii}r$
$(c_{\mathrm{i}}\in K)$
. , $NF(f, G)$ $F\cup Red$ $K$ . ,
$F\cup Red$ $F’\cup Red’$ $K$ – , $NF(f, G)$ Red’
,
$NF(f, G)=f_{t} \in\sum d_{i}fF\prime i$
$(d_{i}\in K)$
. $F’$ . ( )
2. $F$ , $\mathrm{S}$- , $F’$ $G$
, $F$ S $0$ . , 1. ,
.
$F$ – $\mathrm{S}$- Buchberger ,
, (selection strategy) .
$F$ , , selection strategy
.
, strategy , .
3.0.8 $S$- sugar .
, $F_{4}$ , sugar , sugar
$\mathrm{S}$- , sugar ,
sugar . , homogeneous , strategy
, , $d$ , reduced Gr\"obner
, $d$ . , homogeneous ideal , .
1. $d$ $\mathrm{S}$- $d-1$ .
2. $d$ , $d+1$ .
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4 (I) – Symbolic preprocessing
$\mathrm{R}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{a}/\mathrm{A}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{r}$ , Buchberger ,
(distributed representation) . , , ( , )
. symbolic preprocessing .
$\bullet$ , sorted list .
$\bullet$ sorted list merge .
$\bullet$
$\mathrm{S}$- , merge – sorted list $\mathrm{S}$ .
$\bullet$







1. $\mathrm{S}$- reducer , S-
.






$F_{4}$ , selection strategy ,
. , ,
. ,
1. $A$ $A’$ .
2. $A’$ , ,
$A”$ .
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3. $A’$ $B”$ .
4. $A”X=B”$ .
5. $X$ , $A’$ .
, $det(A”)\neq \mathit{0}$ $A”$ modular , $A”X=$
$B”$ modular ,
$\bullet$ $A$ , 5 $\mathit{0}$ .
, modular ,







Input : an $n\cross n$ matrix $M$ , an $n\mathrm{x}m$ matrix $B$ , aprime $p$ $s.t$ . $\phi_{p}(det(M))\neq \mathit{0}$
Output : an $n\cross 1$ matrix $X$ $s.\theta$ . $MX=B$
$Rarrow\phi_{p}(M)^{-1}$ .${}_{J}Carrow B;xarrow \mathrm{O};qarrow 1_{f}$. count i-O
do $\{$
$tarrow\phi_{p}^{-1}(R\phi p(C));xarrow x+qt;carrow(c-Mt)/p;qarrow qp,\cdot$ count $arrow count+1$
( $\phi_{p}^{-1}$ denotes the canonical inverse image; $(c-Mt)/p$ is an exact division.)
if count $=\mathrm{P}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{d}$ -Constant then $\{$
count $arrow \mathit{0}$
$Xarrow inttorat(X, q)$
if $X\neq$ nil and $MX=B$ then return $X$
$\}$
$\}$
Faugere , $F_{4}$ $B$ , $B$ $A$
.
, modular , $det(A^{J;})$
. – ,





1 $F_{4}$ , 2 ,
$F_{4}$ , 3 , [3] , odd order replicable function
(odd order equation) , 4 , $F_{4}$
, 5 , , 6 ,
. 12 Pentuim III $7\mathit{0}\mathit{0}\mathrm{M}\mathrm{H}\mathrm{z}$ , FGb (Faug\‘ere )




3: odd order equation :
7
, FGb 1 . Asir
, .
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$GF(p)$ , $\mathrm{R}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{a}/\mathrm{A}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{r}$ $P$






( $2^{16}$ ) , $P$ $GF(p)^{\cross}$




. - , odd order equation , Asir Buchberger
, Asir , 1/8 . ,
$\bullet$ 16 reduced bases 16 1/100 ,
$\bullet$ reduction , 17
. , odd order equation $\mathrm{F}\mathrm{G}\mathrm{b}$ on PentiumPro $2\mathrm{o}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{M}\mathrm{H}_{\mathrm{Z}}$ 54
. reduced 15 , 50
, $\mathrm{R}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{a}/\mathrm{A}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{r}$ .
Asir Chinese remainder 329 , Check $10^{4}$ . , reducer
.
8
$F_{4}$ Buchberger . ,
$\bullet$ , index .
$\bullet$ reduced ,
. ( $\mathrm{v}\mathrm{s}$ . \lceil )
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$\bullet$ reduced , modular .
, , $0$ .
, $\mathrm{R}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{a}/\mathrm{A}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{r}$ ,
, FGb .
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